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Lesson Objectives

Developmental Activities

• Define and discuss biblical inspiration
• List reasons for believing in the Bible’s
authority and developing a personal
faith in God’s Word
• List the literary divisions of the Bible and
all of the book names

• Defining biblical terms
• Finding scriptural reasons for beliefs

• Developing personal faith in the
authority of the Bible

Genesis

• List what God made on each of the days
of Creation

• Using Scripture to find “beginnings”
in Genesis

• Finding God’s purpose in creation
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Genesis

• Trace the decline of mankind through
the Fall, Flood, and Tower of Babel
• Recognize the consequences of
disobedience and trace God’s plan of
salvation

• Facing the decline of mankind
• Finding Noah’s responsibilities and
God’s promises

• Recognizing consequences of
disobedience
• Understanding man’s role in
creation
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Genesis

• List the promises of God’s covenant with
Abraham
• Discuss the relationship between faith
and obedience

• Working with a map
• Comparing Isaac and Christ
• Presenting a drama

• Understanding the relationship
between obedience and faith

Genesis

• Draw Israel’s family tree from Abraham to
the twelve tribes
• Describe how God used Joseph to fulfill
promises to Abraham

• Drawing Israel’s family tree
• Researching the story of Joseph
• Taking a review test

• Realizing that God fulfills His
promises

• Summarize Moses’ life and the events of
the Exodus
• List the ten plagues
• Describe the Passover

• Summarizing Moses’ life
• Listing the ten plagues
• Writing a descriptive essay about the
Passover
• Performing a silent drama
presentation

• Understanding the promise of the
Passover
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Life Application
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Exodus
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Exodus

• List the Ten Commandments
• Diagram the tabernacle

• Summarizing key ideas

• Distinguishing between principles
and commands
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Leviticus

• Describe five kinds of offerings and
discuss Christian offerings
• Describe the eight feasts

• Completing charts
• Writing descriptions

• Understanding the holiness of
God

• Researching Scripture
• Participating in discussion groups

• Examining the results of
complaining

Numbers

• Explain why God made Israel wander for
forty years
• Discuss the difference God makes in our
decisions
• Discuss Israel’s complaints and God’s
answers

Deuteronomy

• Explain what God expected Israel to do
with His law

• Defining God’s plan
• Taking a review test

• Exploring the importance of
obedience

Joshua

• Researching the three memorials
• Completing map work of the twelve
tribes

• Developing courage
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• List three things that can be done to be
strong and courageous like Joshua
• Discuss the three memorials
• Fill in a map showing territorial divisions
of the twelve tribes
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Judges

• Explain the cycle of Israel’s relationship
to God
• Identify at least six judges

• Seeing a recurring pattern
• Identifying the judges
• Writing news stories

• Understanding the need for and
purpose of authority
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Ruth

• Trace Ruth’s descendants to Jesus Christ
• Show how Ruth’s salvation points to our
salvation in Christ

• Tracing the lineage of Ruth
• Seeing God’s plan of redemption
• Taking a review test

• Knowing how to develop good
relationships with others
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1 Samuel

• Summarize the events of Samuel’s early
life

• Summarizing ideas

• Learning to listen
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1 Samuel

• Tell how Israel got its first king
• Explain why God rejected Saul

• Summarizing ideas in journal form
• Writing news reports

• Responding with obedience
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1 & 2 Samuel
1 Chronicles

• Discuss the place of 1 and 2 Chronicles
in the Old Testament
• Describe David’s character
• Define repentance and discuss David as
an example

• Completing chart
• Finding eight promises of God to
David

• Understanding the importance of
repentance
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1 Kings
2 Chronicles

• Describe Solomon’s kingdom
• Describe Solomon’s mistake

• Seeing the reasons for Solomon’s
greatness and downfall
• Taking a review test

• Understanding the importance of
wisdom
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1 & 2 Kings
2 Chronicles

• Explain how and why Israel divided
• List the kings of each division

• Listing all the kings of Israel

• Discerning the results of sin

• Discuss God’s power in Elijah and Elisha

• Completing chart on Elisha’s
miracles
• Using research materials
• Listing names of the prophets

• Understanding the purpose of
miracles

• Tell how idols caused Israel to fall

• Summarizing Scripture to explain
God’s purpose

• Realizing that God will punish us if
sin is not dealt with

• Summarizing scriptural passages

• Recognizing the purpose of God’s
Word for us
• Making a covenant with God
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1 & 2 Kings

20

2 Kings
2 Chronicles
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2 Kings

• Identify elements of prayer (Hezekiah)
• Identify elements of revival (Josiah)
• Recognize God’s response when we
repent and rely on Him alone
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Ezra

• Identify the remnant promise
• Tell how the remnant promise is fulfilled
• Discuss confession of sin

• Answering the questions who,
when, and what

• Understanding the importance of
the confession of sin
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Nehemiah

• Identify Nehemiah’s leadership
characteristics

• Drawing conclusions
• Summarizing Scripture

• Finding qualities of leadership
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Esther

• Recognize that God works His plan in
our lives

• Matching descriptions to people
• Writing personal accounts
• Taking a review test

• Recognizing how God works in
our lives
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Job

• Identify Job’s two tests
• Summarize Job’s complaint and God’s
answer

• Summarizing scriptural passages
• Comparing Scriptures

• Trusting God through times of
testing
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• List six important themes of Psalms
• Discuss the role of music in worship
• Discuss methods of praise

• Discussing role of music in worship
and methods of praise
• Taking notes

• Seeing Christ in the Psalms

Psalms
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Proverbs

• List the benefits of wisdom

• Researching a topic
• Identifying four purposes of Proverbs

• Understanding the benefits of
wisdom
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Ecclesiastes

• Recognize the priority of knowing God
in understanding the meaning of life

• Summarizing answers to the
meaning of life

• Discerning life’s purposes
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Song of
Solomon

• Recognize the beauty and strength of
love

• Taking notes
• Participating in team games for
review
• Taking a review test

• Recognizing the pattern of God’s
plan for marriage
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Isaiah

• Discuss the historical background to
Isaiah’s life
• Connect Isaiah’s prophecies to their
fulfillment in Christ
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• Discuss the historical background to
Jeremiah’s life
• Identify the purpose of Lamentations
• Describe Jeremiah’s strong stand for God

• Describing Jeremiah’s strong stand
for God
• Finding comparisons

• Being willing to stand alone

Jeremiah
Lamentations
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Ezekiel

• Describe Ezekiel’s role as a watchman
• List five of Ezekiel’s ten dramas

• Defining Who?, What?, Why?, and
How?
• Conducting an overview of 10
prophetic scenes

• Becoming an ambassador for
Christ

Daniel

• Describe God’s faithfulness as Daniel
displayed courage
• Explain the meaning of
Nebuchadnezzar’s dream of a statue

• Explaining the meaning of
Nebuchadnezzar’s statue
• Taking a review test and semester
exam

• Understanding the need for
courage
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Hosea

• Identify the destination, period, and
theme of Hosea
• Explain what Hosea’s marriage
symbolizes

• Finding the meaning of names
• Comparing Hosea to Christ

• Exploring what to do if we
backslide
• Recognizing the need for
faithfulness
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• Identify the destination, period, and
theme of Joel
• Discuss Joel’s call to repentance
• Discuss Joel’s promises

• Finding promises in Scripture
• Summarizing Scripture

• Preparing for the “day of the Lord”

Joel

Amos

• Identify the destination, period, and
theme of Amos
• Explain what kind of worship God
expects

• Listing cities in Amos’s ministry
• Drawing conclusions

• Expressing worship that is
acceptable to God

• Finding details in Scripture

• Overcoming a selfish attitude
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Jonah

• Identify the destination, period, and
theme of Jonah
• Show how selfishness led Jonah to sin
• See God’s desire to draw people to
Himself from all nations
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• Identify the destinations, periods, and
themes of Obadiah and Nahum
• Discuss the danger of pride
• Discuss God’s wrath

• Gathering facts and research
• Writing paragraphs

• Overcoming pride and greed

Obadiah
Nahum

Micah

• Comparing the outline of Micah to
the gospel

• Understanding the gospel
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• Identify the destination, period, and
theme of Micah
• Show how the outline of Micah
compares to the gospel
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• Identify the destination, period, and
theme of Habakkuk
• Tell what Habakkuk learned from God

• Analyzing Scripture passages
• Participating in group discussion

• Dealing with injustice

Habakkuk
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Zephaniah

• Identify the destination, period, and
theme of Zephaniah
• Describe the day of the Lord

• Finding scriptural references
• Drawing conclusions

• Understanding God’s coming
judgment

Haggai
Zechariah

• Identify the destinations, periods, and
themes of Haggai and Zechariah
• Tell how we can encourage others not
to quit
• Identify Zechariah’s Christ

• Summarizing Scripture
• Comparing Old Testament and New
Testament Scripture
• Participating in group discussion

• Deciding not to be a quitter
• Becoming an encourager of
others
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42

• Studying historical background
• Connecting prophecies with their
fulfillment

• Learning to interpret prophecy
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Malachi

44

Gospels

45

Gospels

46

Gospels

47

Gospels

48

Gospels

49

Acts

50

Acts

51

Acts

52

Romans

53

1 Corinthians

54

2 Corinthians

55

Galatians

Lesson Objectives

Developmental Activities

Life Application

• Identify the destination, period, and
theme of Malachi
• Discuss Israel’s false religion

• Summarizing Scripture
• Taking notes
• Taking a review test

• Keeping commitments

• Compare the purpose and scope of the
four Gospels

• Writing about the authors of the
Gospels
• Taking notes

• Identifying with those who lived
in the days of Jesus

• Tell the story of Jesus’ birth and early life

• Proving ideas from Scripture
• Making a timeline

• Recognizing Jesus as the Messiah

• Summarize Jesus’ teaching

• Studying Jesus’ teachings
• Discerning parables’ meanings

• Understanding the true nature of
salvation

• Summarize Jesus’ miracles

• Summarizing Scripture
• Taking lecture notes

• Seeing the works of God

• Tell the story of Jesus’ death and
resurrection

• Listing events
• Exploring God’s commands and
promises
• Taking a review test

• Realizing the need to become a
disciple

• Tell how the church began
• Describe worship in the early church

• Explaining events
• Taking notes

• Designing a worship service

• Outline the growth of the first church

• Summarizing Scripture
• Finding details in Scripture

• Developing faith and courage

• Describe six missionary principles
demonstrated by Paul

• Listing six missionary principles
• Researching Paul’s life
• Taking a review test

• Understanding the need for
missionaries

• Outline Paul’s gospel

• Defining key words and ideas

• Being molded to the image of
Christ

• Tell how Christians build unity

• Investigating background of Corinth
• Listing love’s characteristics

• Building unity in the church

• Discuss joy in serving Christ

• Finding key ideas
• Finding proofs for ideas

• Providing for the needs of others

• Outline the Christian’s relationship to
God

• Drawing conclusions
• Outlining key ideas

• Practicing the fruit of the Spirit
• Contrasting the law and the Spirit

• Explore the themes of Ephesians: the
church, living in the light, and fighting
the right fight
• Appreciate God’s sovereignty and grace

• Listing key ideas and reasons
• Using Bible references

• Learning how to fight a spiritual
battle

• Describe how to have joy in Christ

• Discussing ways Jesus showed
humility

• Overcoming worry

• Tell how we “think eternity”

• Studying key men who spread the
gospel
• Listing key ideas

• Learning to work in freedom

• Describe how we are to live in light of
Christ’s coming

• Exploring key ideas for Christian
living
• Detailing sequence of events

• Preparing to meet Christ
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Ephesians
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Philippians

58

Colossians
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1&2
Thessalonians
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• Identify leadership positions in the
church and tell how we can become
good leaders

• Making lists and interviewing
• Writing instructions

• Learning leadership qualities

1 & 2 Timothy
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Titus

• Recognize that Christians must stand for
the truth

• Taking notes
• Finding facts and details

• Standing for the truth
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• Discuss forgiveness

• Finding explanations
• Taking a review test

• Learning to forgive

Hebrews

• Recognize that the new covenant is
superior to the old

• Learning how we can be strong in
faith

• Becoming a strong Christian
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James

• Explain the Christian action themes of
James
• Understand the nature and results of
saving faith

• Taking notes
• Discerning good advice

• Living by faith
• Exercising self-control
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1 Peter

• Discuss holy living in the midst of
suffering

• Completing charts
• Listing “holy” activities

• Learning how to live separately
from the world
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2 Peter

• Distinguishing true teaching from false

• Defining types of teachers
• Finding facts

• Distinguishing truth from false
teachings
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1, 2, & 3 John

• Discuss the three themes of John’s letters
• Describe how they apply to life

• Researching key themes

• Learning how to walk in love
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Jude

• Describe the warning of Jude

• Completing charts
• Participating in group projects

• Practicing obedience to God
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• Discuss the purpose and scope of
Revelation
• Discuss the warning and hope of
Revelation

• Participating in group research
• Taking a review test

• Learning about heaven

Revelation

• Summarize the major events and
themes of all the books of the Old and
New Testaments

• Taking a final exam
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Philemon

63

70

